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ABSTRACT 
 
Most cost-effective digital camera uses a single image 
sensor, applying alternating patterns of red, green, and 
blue color filters to each pixel location.  Demosaicing 
algorithm reconstructs a full three-color representation of 
color images from this sensor data.  This paper identifies 
three inherent problems often associated with directional 
interpolation approach to demosaicing algorithms: 
misguidance color artifacts, interpolation color artifacts, 
and aliasing.  The level of misguidance color artifacts 
present in two images can be compared using metric 
neighborhood modeling.  The proposed demosaicing 
algorithm estimates missing pixels by interpolating in the 
direction with fewer color artifacts.  The aliasing problem 
is addressed by applying filterbank techniques to 
directional interpolation.  The interpolation artifacts are 
reduced using a nonlinear iterative procedure.  
Experimental results using digital images confirm the 
effectiveness of this approach. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In a typical digital camera, the optical image formed at the 
image plane is captured by a single CCD or CMOS sensor 
array, which samples the image according to a color filter 
array (CFA).  Fig. 1 shows the popular Bayer pattern [1].  
A demosaicing algorithm is a method for reconstructing a 
full three-color representation of color images by 
estimating the missing pixel components.  Simple plane-
wise interpolation frequently results in color artifacts 
because the proportions of red, green, and blue are 
corrupted at object boundaries.  Because the like colors 
never appear adjacent to each other in Bayer pattern, the 
output image often suffers from a pattern of alternating 
colors, referred to as zippering (Fig. 2). 

Introducing structure between different color channels 
helps overcome these difficulties.  Algorithms [2][3] 
hypothesize that the quotient of two color channels is 
slowly varying, following the fact that two colors 
occupying the same coordinate in the chromaticity plane 
have equal ratios between the color components.  
Alternatively, [4][5][6][7] assert that the differences 
between red, green, and blue images are slowly varying.  

This principle is motivated by the observation that the 
color channels are highly correlated.  The difference 
image between green and red (blue) channels contains 
low-frequency components only.  A more sophisticated 
color channel correlation model is explored in [9].  
Moreover, [3][6][8] incorporate edge-directionality.  
Interpolation along an object boundary is preferable to 
interpolation across this boundary for most images. 

The above algorithms produce good results in general.  
The demosaicing algorithm proposed in this paper differs 
from other existing algorithms because it models the color 
artifact using homogeneity.  By addressing the color 
artifact problem explicitly, the algorithm demonstrates a 
significant improvement in the output image quality. 
 

2. METRIC NEIGHBORHOOD MODEL REVIEW 
 
Metric neighborhood modeling offers a systematic method 
to identify a group of pixels that are similar.  Let X be a 
set of two-dimensional pixel positions, and Y be a set of 
CIERGB tri-stimulus values [11][12].  Then a color image 
f : X → Y is a mapping between pixel locations and tri-
stimulus values. 

The neighborhood map M f : X × ℜ → 2X will be 
defined as a function from X and ℜ to the set of all 
subsets of X.  An important example of neighborhood 
maps is the domain ball neighborhood B.  Let d X ( ⋅,⋅ ) be 
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Fig. 1.  Bayer Color Filter Array Pattern 
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Fig. 2.  Zippering Artifact 



a distance function in X and δ ∈ ℜ.  Define B( x,δ ) as a 
set of points in X that are within δ distance from x ∈ X 
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Similarly, neighborhood maps can be established using 
the range of f.  With a priori knowledge that the end user 
is a human, pixels are discriminated using a distance 
metric in CIELAB space (represented by the set 

�
) [10].  

The color space conversion map is denoted as π : Y → 
�
, 

π ([R,G,B]T)=[L,a,b]T.  Let dL be a Euclidean distance 
function of the luminance component, and dC be a 
Euclidean distance function in the a−b plane.  Define a 
level neighborhood L f and a color neighborhood C f as: 
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Define a metric neighborhood U f as 
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If x0 ∈ U f ( x,δ,εL ,εC ) then we expect that  f ( x ) appears 
similar to  f ( x0 ).  Let | ⋅ |: 2X → ℜ be the size of the set.  
Homogeneity is a tool designed to analyze the behavior of 
U f.  Define a homogeneity map H f : X × ℜ3 → ℜ as 
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3. HOMOGENEITY-DIRECTED DEMOSAICING 

ALGORITHM 
 
Section 3.1 describes a method to compare the levels of 
color artifacts present in two images using homogeneity 
map (4).  The direction to interpolate is chosen to 
minimize the level of color artifacts.  Due to the 
rectangular sampling lattice in Bayer pattern, interpolation 
is performed in horizontal and vertical directions only (see 
Fig. 1).  Directional interpolation uses filterbank 
techniques to cancel aliasing from CFA sampling (section 
3.2).  Section 3.3 shows ways to suppress color artifacts.  
 
3.1. Homogeneity and Artifacts 
 
Demosaicing algorithms with a directionality selection 
approach suffer from two types of color artifacts.  The 
first type is called misguidance color artifact.  The 
misguidance occurs when the direction of interpolation is 
erroneously selected.  The second type of color artifact is 
associated with limitations in the interpolation.  That is, 
even with a perfect directional selector, the interpolation 

algorithm may not reconstruct the color image perfectly.  
In this paper, this phenomenon is referred to as 
interpolation artifact.  Normally interpolation artifacts are 
far less objectionable than misguidance artifacts, although 
they are still noticeable.  A method to reduce interpolation 
artifacts is discussed in section 3.3. 

A homogeneity map (4) can be used to compare the 
levels of misguidance color artifacts present in two 
images.  We hypothesize that the misguidance color 
artifacts occur as isolated events.  When an image is 
interpolated in the direction orthogonal to the orientation 
of the object boundary, the color that appears at the pixel 
of interest is unrelated to the physical object represented.  
Fig. 2 illustrates this point clearly.  Thus a pixel marked 
by severe color artifacts has few pixels nearby that are 
similar, and its homogeneity map value is small.   

Demosaicing algorithms with a directionality selection 
approach suffer from discontinuities in the output images 
due to frequent switching from interpolation in one 
direction to another.  Taking a spatial average of the 
homogeneity map eliminates the discontinuity problem.  
 
3.2. Interpolation 
 
In this section, horizontal interpolation technique is 
presented (vertical interpolation done similarly).  Let R(⋅), 
G(⋅), and B(⋅) represent red, green, and blue color plane 
images, respectively, and n ∈ X.  Assume G( n ) − R( n ) 
is slowly varying [4][5][6][7].  That is, the high frequency 
components of the difference images decay more rapidly 
than that of G( n ). 

First, a method to reconstruct G( ⋅ ) from sampled 
green and red pixels is developed.  In the green-red row of 
Bayer pattern (Fig. 3), the even samples of green image 
and the odd samples of red image are given.  Given G( n ), 
let G0( n ) and G1( n ) denote even and odd sampled-
signals of G( n ).  That is,  
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Note G( n ) = G0( n ) + G1( n ) (Lazy wavelet [13]).  G0 is 
available directly from the Bayer pattern, but G1 is not 
(Fig. 3).  To investigate how to obtain G1, consider 
filtering G with a linear filter h: y( n ) = h( n ) ∗ G( n ).  
We would like h to have the property that y( n ) = G( n ): 
an example of h( n ) is an ideal low pass filter, when G is 
band-limited.  Let h0 and h1 be the even and odd sampled-
signals of h; let R1 be the odd sampled-signal of R.  Then 
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Even-sampled signal h0( n ) is chosen such that the 
sampled-difference signal G1( n ) − R1( n ) is attenuated: 
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Substituting (7) into (6), 
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Equation (8) is a method to estimate G from G0 and R1 
only (same technique used for G0 and B1).  See Fig. 4.  
Because of the filterbank structure, alias cancellation is 
implicit in (8).  Readers are encouraged to verify that alias 
terms in G0 channel are cancelled by the terms in the R1. 

To design an FIR filter h( n ) which meets (7) and 
y( n ) = G( n ), solve the following optimization problem:  
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where ^ denotes the Fourier transform, h( n ) is length 5, 
weighting function is � ( ξ ) = 2π − | ξ |, and �

0( ξ = 0 ) = 
�

0( ξ = π ) = 0 to ensure (7).  Using 
minimization tools in Matlab, we find 
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From (10), the filters used in Fig. 4 are derived. 

Next, the red pixel image R is reconstructed.  Assume 
that the difference image  R − G is band-limited to a rate 
well below the Nyquist rate.  The difference image R − G 
is reconstructed from sampled-difference image R1 − G1 
using 
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where LP is a low-pass filter.  Using G from (8) solve (11) 
for R (same technique used to reconstruct B). 
 
3.3. Interpolation Artifact Reduction 
 
Interpolation artifacts are reduced using techniques 
similar to the iterative algorithms proposed by [3][7][9].  
Assume R − G and  B − G are slowly varying.  Let 
median(⋅) denote a median filter operator.  The following 
iterative procedure, performed m times, suppresses small 
variations in color while preserving edges: 
 

repeat_m_times 
1. R = median(R − G) + G. 
2. B = median(B − G) + G. 
3. G = 1/2 (median(G − R) + median(G − B) + R + B). 
end_repeat 

 
3.4. Complete Algorithm 
 
The homogeneity-directed demosaicing algorithm is as 
follows: 
 
1. Reconstruct fH and fV, the color images from 

horizontal and vertical interpolation, respectively. See 
(8) and (11). 

2. Evaluate 
HfH  and 

Vf
H  using (4). 

3. Define f 
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where A = [ 1,1,1; 1,1,1; 1,1,1]/9. 
4. Apply the interpolation artifact reduction technique 

(see 3.3) to f. 
 
3.5. Adaptive Parameterization 
 
The homogeneity maps in step 2 above need parameters δ, 
εL,  εC.  In this paper, δ is fixed and εL and εC are extracted 
from the scene adaptively.  Assume for a moment that the 
orientation of the object boundary at n ∈ X is horizontal.  
In this case, the pixels located immediately to the right 
and to the left of n are likely to belong to U f( n,δ,⋅,⋅ ).  Let 
n = [ n1,n2 ]T, where n1 and n2 are horizontal and vertical 
coordinates, respectively.  A good candidate for parameter 
value εL at n is, 
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Fig.3.  Green-Red Row of Bayer Array.  
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Fig. 4.  Proposed method to estimating G( n ) (8). 
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Likewise, if the orientation of the object boundary at n is 
vertical instead, then consider 
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The minimum of (13) and (14) is assigned to εL (εC done 
similarly). 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 
Bilinear interpolator is used for LP (11).  The 
interpolation artifact reduction step (see 3.3) is iterated 3 
times—this is determined empirically.  In Fig. 5, the top 
row shows the test input images, which was sampled using 
Bayer pattern CFA.  The output images from the proposed 
algorithm appear in the bottom row.  Our algorithm is 
compared to a method developed by Gunturk et al [9], 
shown in the middle row.  We encourage reviewing [9], 
because it has very good comparisons to other 
demosaicing algorithms.  In most cases, the proposed 
algorithm reduces the level of color artifacts and zippering 
when compared to [9]. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, an adaptive homogeneity-directed 
demosaicing algorithm was presented.  Metric 
neighborhood modeling techniques were used to compare 
the level of color artifacts that are present in images, and 
to select the direction for interpolation.  Filterbank 
interpolation techniques were developed to cancel 
aliasing, and interpolation artifact reduction iterations 
suppressed color artifacts.  Experimental data shows how 
well the algorithm performs. 
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Fig. 5.  (top row) original images, (middle row) output 
from [9], (bottom row) output from proposed algorithm. 


